SARADA VALLEY
DEVELOPMENT
SAMITHI (SVDS)
Since 1985
With MINI: from 2007 onwards

Thummapala – Anakapalle,
Andrah Pradesh

Vision

Our vision is to develop a land brigade [ownership] on sustainable agriculture. Our work aims to promote food sovereignty, organic agriculture and natural resource management. Projects on this area include
awareness of soil life, diversity, crop rotation and complexity as well as
nutrition and health security. Furthermore, SVDS aims to establish an
empowered, equal society at all levels. We are fighting against the local
exploitation of small and marginalized farming communities and tribal groups in the region, and working on alleviation of poverty. These activities are focused on building people’s confidence, bringing out
their leadership qualities and creating opportunities. Community empowerment and the power of unity are important objectives for SVDS.

Objectives

SVDS has a strong emphasis on gender justice. In relation to this, we are
working with the Women Resource Centre (WRC), with carrying out campaigns on social problems and domestic violence. WRC offers counselling to troubled families and helps in legal advocacy. Gender is another
important intervention where the Share Mutually Aided Cooperative
Thrift Society (The Share MACTS) works as a platform for bringing the
issues beyond financial matters. This is a credit providing facility which
SVDS has helped to establish during the past 15 years. The target group
is women in vulnerable positions. SVDS also works with the Sankar Human Resource Development Centre, (SRHDC), a training centre for developing various concepts on human resource. We frequently conduct trainings for women, farmers, sarpanches and water user associations at the
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SRHDC. We also work to strenghten the tribal and Dailt communities.

Major Accomplishments

• We have brought back cultivation of millets and are now covering 500
acres of land in the district.
• Regional convention on redefining millets in collaboration with Andrah University was convened in December 2014, creating a maximum
impact to the people from all walks of life in Vishakhapatnam and the
coastal region.
• The first millet shop opened by the District Collector in Naviandra in
January 2015.
• The governmental program on millets, NFSM, started in 2015. We also
have close work with the governmental ICDS project.

Synergizing with MINI

Before SVDS was established in 1985, millet conservation was almost disappearing in the area. Today, SVDS is covering 500 acres of millet cultivation
in the district. Since joining MINI we have come to see millets as a future answer for agricultural practices in response to climate change and food security. Therefore we proudly carry the flag in the north coast of Andrah Pradesh
to bring organic agriculture and millet cultivation forward. Together with
conservators, producers and farmers we call ourselves ’The Millet Brigade.’
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